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The book is a listening and speaking textbook for non-native learners and speakers of the English language, especially those within the West
Africa Examinations Council catchment areas. It comprises of 11 chapters, each of which discusses an aspect spoken English beginning with
the speech sounds. At the end of each chapter, there is a trial exercise for users to practice. The book comes with 165 audio files to support
the listening and speaking activities from the first to the last chapters.
This volume provides an up-to-date and comprehensive coverage of second language learning. The focus throughout the book is primarily on
language learning, but each chapter also discusses the implications for teaching and assessment, thus informing both understanding and
practice. The book contains nine sections, which aim to organise and reflect different dimensions of the diverse and complex scope of
learning English as a second or additional language. Four themes which permeate the chapters are: learning and learners; learning and
language; learning and language development; learning and learning context. The 36 chapters are up-to-date and authoritative, written by
experts in the field. The content is accessibly written, with questions for discussion and follow-up reading suggestions provided.
A handy reference guide for anyone who feels unsure about English grammar.
Doing English Language provides a concise, lively and accessible introduction to the field of English Language studies for readers who are
interested in taking courses at university level. This book addresses the fundamental questions about studying English Language, including:
How is English Language studied and researched? Which subject areas does English Language draw on? How are different topics
approached? How is the study of English Language relevant to real world contexts? What careers can English Language lead to? Written by
an experienced teacher, researcher, and examiner, Doing English Language is both an essential guide for students at pre-university stage
and a course companion for undergraduates choosing options within a degree programme.
Wordsmiths and Warriors explores the heritage of English through the places in Britain that shaped it. It unites the warriors, whose invasions
transformed the language, with the poets, scholars, reformers, and others who helped create its character. The book relates a real journey.
David and Hilary Crystal drove thousands of miles to produce this fascinating combination of English-language history and travelogue, from
locations in south-east Kent to the Scottish lowlands, and from south-west Wales to the East Anglian coast. David provides the descriptions
and linguistic associations, Hilary the full-colour photographs. They include a guide for anyone wanting to follow in their footsteps but arrange
the book to reflect the chronology of the language. This starts with the Anglo-Saxon arrivals in Kent and in the places that show the earliest
evidence of English. It ends in London with the latest apps for grammar. In between are intimate encounters with the places associated with
such writers as Chaucer, Shakespeare, and Wordsworth; the biblical Wycliffe and Tyndale; the dictionary compilers Cawdrey, Johnson, and
Murray; dialect writers, elocutionists, and grammarians, and a host of other personalities. Among the book's many joys are the diverse places
that allow warriors such as Byrhtnoth and King Alfred to share pages with wordsmiths like Robert Burns and Tim Bobbin, and the unexpected
discoveries that enliven every stage of the authors' epic journey.
English for Everyone English Grammar Guide Practice BookEnglish language grammar exercisesDorling Kindersley Ltd
Updated and expanded from one of the most popular grammar sites on the web, this book provides a modern guide to English usage for the
21st century. With topics arranged alphabetically and written in an enjoyable and readable tone, The English Language: A User’s Guide will
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help students and writers understand the nature of the language, explaining the 'why' of the rules as well as what constitutes good grammar
and style. Going beyond the prescriptive wrong /right examples, Jack Lynch includes examples of weak/strong, good/better,
disputed/preferred, and informal/formal usage.
Studies the linguistic gap between American and British English, discussing variations in spelling, pronunciation, and vocabulary, as well as
expressions that have vastly different meanings from one country to another.
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and a pencil to complete the exercises. Puzzled by past tenses?
Confused by comparatives? This clearly structured and beautifully presented workbook includes grammar practice activities that make
learning English grammar incredibly easy. The English for Everyone English Grammar Guide Practice Book is an essential companion to the
English for Everyone English Grammar Guide, a comprehensive reference book that makes even the trickiest grammar rules clear and
simple. The Practice Book mirrors the unit-by-unit structure of the Grammar Guide. Each Practice Book unit is full of carefully graded
grammar exercises to drill and reinforce the grammar you have learned in the corresponding English Grammar Guide unit. These exercises
will help you build up your confidence and become more fluent, giving you the chance to practise using the most important English grammar
constructions again and again. Ideal for learners at all levels, and covering CEFR levels A1 to C1, the English for Everyone English Grammar
Guide Practice Book presents basic (beginner), intermediate, and advanced English grammar in one easy-to-navigate book. Like all books in
the innovative English for Everyone series, it uses a visual learning method: many of the exercises are accompanied by attractive illustrations
that put grammar practice points into context and give you visual cues to help you understand the exercises. Whether you want to improve
your grammar for work, study, travel, or exams, the English for Everyone Grammar Guide Practice Book offers you a simple way to learn
English grammar, remember it, and use it with confidence.
The Guide to English Language Teaching 2005 is an essential reference guide for anyone involved in English language teaching or for
anyone considering starting as an English language teacher. It provides the latest information on qualifications, courses and course-providers
in over 100 countries, together with paths for career development from initial certificate through to Masters and PhDs. If you are planning a
career as an English language teacher, this book is for you Fully updated for 2005, this is a comprehensive, in-depth guide to the
international English language teaching industry. This guide provides details of the qualifications you will need to work, how and where to
train andhow to find a job (with a directory of websites). Once you have qualified, you can work almost anywhere in the world - and this guide
includes profiles of over 100 countries, with descriptions of their job prospects, salary, cost-of-living, working conditions, legal, tax and visa
requirements, and safety.
English for Academic Purposes provides a comprehensive overview of the field of English for Academic Purposes (EAP) for teachers. It not
only looks at study skills, but also at other central concerns of EAP, such as needs analysis, syllabus and course design, methodology and
materials, learning styles, tests and exams, and academic style and genre analysis. In addition to general EAP, the author also considers
subject-specific language and the production of teaching materials. Throughout, the author adopts a user-friendly approach in which
theoretical considerations are balanced with practical experience. Issues are discussed and illustrated, but readers are also encouraged to
form their own opinions by means of stimulating introspect and discuss sections at the end of each chapter.
Provides guidance on writing clearly and effectively, covering such topics as sentence length, active and passive verbs, punctuation,
grammar, and proofreading.
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Disha’s SSC English Language Guide is designed for students appearing for SSC exams such as CGL/ CHSL/ MTS/ GD Constable/
Stenographer. It is a kind of book that focusses on mastering techniques to crack these examinations. • Structure of the book: The book has
been divided into 18 chapters. Each chapter consists of: Theory with Examples; Level I Exercise; Level II Exercise; Solutions to the 2 levels
of exercises • Level I – This level target is to expose the students to solve problems based on the concepts they have learned in theory part.
The student develops a good foundation. • Level II – This is a collection of moderate problems which will test a student on the application of
the concepts. The problems provide a good platform to develop a very good problem solving aptitude so as to take up the competitive exams.
• The detailed solution to each and every question has been provided immediately after at the end of the 2 exercises. • The book contains
past questions of various SSC exams.
A practical reference guide to help teachers to predict and understand the problems their students have.

This guide to the language differences between the United States and United Kingdom is “a fascinating collection full of
all kinds of surprises” (Minneapolis Star Tribune). Taxi rank . . . toad in the hole . . . dustman . . . fancy dress . . .
American visitors to London (or viewers of British TV shows) might be confused by these terms. But most Britons would
be equally puzzled by words like caboose, bleachers, and busboy. In Divided by a Common Language, Christopher
Davies explains these expressions and discusses the many differences in pronunciation, spelling, and vocabulary
between British and American English. He compares the customs, manners, and practical details of daily life in the
United Kingdom and the United States, and American readers will enjoy his account of American culture as seen through
an Englishman’s eyes. Davies tops it off with an amusing list of expressions that sound innocent enough in one country
but make quite the opposite impression in the other. Two large glossaries help travelers translate from one variety of
English to the other, and additional lists explain the distinctive words of Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa. This
delightful book is the ideal companion for travelers—or anyone who enjoys the many nuances of language.
This resource offers practical methods for helping ELLs succeed in reading, with strategies to increase fluency and
comprehension, teach vocabulary and text structure, and more.
This engaging, succinct text is an introduction to both phonetics and phonology as applied to the teaching of
pronunciation to English language learners. Section 1 selectively covers the main areas of phonetics and phonology,
without going into any area in more depth than the average English language teacher requires or that the average
English language teacher trainee can handle. Section 2 focuses on practical issues related to learners and how they
learn languages, and what represents good practice in terms of classroom activities for pronunciation—including aspects
such as targets, motivation and priorities. The chapters end with activities to help the reader understand concepts.
Section 3 provides innovative sample activities which put into practice the theoretical points covered in the first two
sections, answers to the various exercises, recommended further reading (both print and non-print), a glossary of
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technical phonetic terms, and a bibliography of works on pronunciation teaching. The text is accompanied by a
Companion Website with audio recordings of model pronunciations and audio material relating to the activities.
Alphabetically organised reference book for English students which defines literary terms with examples, identifies often
misused words and provides correct spelling, pronunciation and grammar usage, with examples.
Designed as an all-in-one guide, this practical, concise, and easy-to-use text is meant for courses offering instruction to
students who are training to become language teachers in North America and abroad. Using practical examples,
integrated tasks, sample activities and lessons, and review questions, the text introduces readers to key topics including
course design, lesson planning, and classroom management. It also identifies how to teach speaking, listening, reading,
writing, vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation, with special attention to language acquisition and intercultural
communication. This book was previously self-published as Teaching English: A Practical Guide, which won the 2017
TESL Canada Innovation Award for Teaching Training Resource Materials. This edition has been well updated and
includes a new section on using technology in the classroom, expanded coverage of assessment, and new questions
and suggested further readings in each chapter.
This FULLY UPDATED second edition is a comprehensive exam guide that provides students with a variety of practice
questions for all sections of the 2012 VCE English Language exam.
Despite a history of hundreds of years of research analysing aspects of English grammar, there are still open problems
which continue to baffle language researchers today. Such ‘grammar mysteries’ arise for a number of reasons: because
the language is changing; because different speakers of the language adhere to distinct norms and thus introduce and
maintain variation in the system; because there are differences between the grammar of spoken and written English. This
book illuminates some of the complexities of the subject, the areas where new discoveries await and why it matters.
Through a series of accessible and engaging case studies on various aspects of grammar, from multiple negation to
possession, the authors present grammar as an intellectual challenge. This book brings out into the open questions
about language usage to which we still do not have good answers in a bid to make variation overt and to revel in the
mystery of the English language. Both aimed at the interested general reader and the beginning student of English
language and linguistics, this is a fresh take on grammar.
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and a pencil to complete the exercises. We may all
speak the same language, but getting to grips with grammar is the ultimate challenge. You could be puzzled by prepositions,
confused by comparatives, or muddled over modals. Thankfully, this complete visual aid to everything in the English language sets
you straight with a clear and concise format for easy understanding. The rules of English grammar are beautifully presented with
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eye-catching illustrations, step-by-step graphics, and straightforward explanations to help you learn. Suitable for English language
learners at all levels, including experienced English speakers looking for a recap of key language points, English Grammar Guide
covers basic, intermediate, and advanced grammar. There is no stone left unturned when it comes to the English language. All
kinds of problems are solved, including tenses, verbs, adverbs, clauses, superlatives, and questions. You are encouraged to spot
patterns and sequences in language to see the similarities and develop greater understanding. After swotting up, test yourself with
a range of speaking, reading, and writing exercises to see how far you have come. This essential grammar e-guide is part of DK's
English for Everyone series, an exciting and educational self-study course to build up confidence and fluency. Whether you want
to improve your grammar for school, study, exams (including TOEFL and IELTS), work, or travel, this is the perfect reading
companion.
This guide takes you through Paper 1 and Paper 2 of the new AQA GCSE English Language Exam. Mr Salles teaches you how to
aim for the top level 8 and 9 grades. In fact, he shows you how to get 100% and beyond.
This book is intended for teachers of English.
In 2011, I began creating online tutorial videos on Youtube, with a vision to share my GCSE expertise in English language and
literature. As I write, these videos have been viewed over 10 million times across 214 different nations. My GCSE English Youtube
channel has over 60,000 subscribers. To accompany these videos, I have published over 20 revision guide eBooks-one of which
you are currently looking at! My guide to the previous GCSEs in English language and literature sat at the top of the Amazon
bestseller's list for over 45 weeks and achieved huge acclaim; this book aims to build on those strengths.In this ebook, you'll
receive detailed guidance on every question in the AQA GCSE English Language exams. Please note that this ebook is not
endorsed by or affiliated to any exam boards; I am simply an experienced teacher using my expertise to help students. However, if
you read some of the 100+ reviews for this guide, you will see that it has already helped students, teachers and parents across the
UK.As an extra bonus, this ebook contains links to five special video tutorials which are only available to those who purchase this
guide. These links appear later in the text. I hope you enjoy the ebook. You should also purchase the accompanying eBook which
covers the English Literature exams.
This little book will help you get by in Thailand. All you need to know to keep going. Very popular with travellers in Thailand.
An engaging and fresh take on the rules and politics of English grammar, written in lively prose. It goes a step further than most
books on grammar by providing an overview of the field, with a discussion of historical and current debates about grammar, and
how we define, discuss, and approach it. Presents a novel, inquiry-based approach to understanding speakers' unconscious
knowledge of English grammar Makes lucid connections, when relevant, with current linguistic theory Integrates language change
and variation into the study of grammar Examines historical sources of socially evaluative perceptions of grammar, as 'good' or
'bad', and notions of language authority Provides syntactic explanations for many modern punctuation rules Explores some of the
current controversies about grammar teaching in school and the role of Standard English in testing and assessment
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'In every sense, a good word guide' Times Educational Supplement 'This intelligent guide is an essential addition to the
bookshelves of all readers and writers' Good Book Guide Our language is changing faster than ever before. Modern
communications are breaking down distinctions between formal and informal English, raising ever more questions as to how to
speak and write correctly. This fully updated edition of the bestselling Good Word Guide offers information and advice on spelling,
grammar, punctuation, pronunciation, confusables and the latest buzzwords and provides clear, straightforward answers to
everyday language problems. This edition contains a new feature: 'Your Turn' sections - new interactive quizzes for the reader to
test their own knowledge of grammar, plain English, punctuation, spelling and usage - a perfect resource for language
courses.Endorsed by the Plain Language Commission.
A2-Level English Language Complete Revision & Practice
College the American Way: A Fun ESL Guide to English Language and Campus Life in the U.S. (Book + Audio) From the authors
of the REA best-sellers, English the American Way and Celebrate the American Way, comes the third book in the series, College
the American Way: A Fun ESL Guide to English Language and Campus Life in the U.S. Written in a fun, lighthearted, and easy-tofollow style, this book is THE resource for international college-bound students who want to improve their English language skills.
College the American Way answers the who? what? where? why? and how? questions about college life in the U.S. Learn who
can help, what to do, where to go, why to check out housing and meal plans, and how to . . . HAVE FUN! Each easy-to-read part is
full of vocabulary, informal language, idioms, phrasal verbs, dialogues, and activities. Our audio lets you practice speaking English
like an American until you're perfect! Improve your listening and speaking skills with the sample dialogues included on our audio
CD. You can also download the MP3 files to your mobile device and practice wherever you go. Whether you want to improve your
understanding of campus life, or just expand your everyday vocabulary, this fun and friendly guide will help you build your skills
and communicate with precision - and success! Don't miss the first two books in the series:English the American Way: A Fun ESL
Guide to Language and Culture in the U.S. and Celebrate the American Way: A Fun ESL Guide to English Language and Culture
in the U.S.
This unique guide to teaching English Language empowers teachers to lead a successful course that will encourage students to
be independent and analytical linguists. Covering all areas of linguistic investigation across different exam board specifications and
rooted in theoretical perspectives, this accessible text is underpinned by years of teaching experience and is full of practical ideas
for classroom activities. Now in its second edition, this bestselling title has been fully updated to consider changes to English
Language A level, including a new chapter on unseen texts and writing for the exams. Additional material includes a greater focus
on accent and dialect, language acquisition, and language and the media, including discussions of ‘post-truth’ and ‘alternative
facts’. The authors outline frameworks of linguistic analysis and provide clear guidance on how to approach different topics.
Chapters are full of interesting extracts for textual analysis and ideas to give students a varied diet of written and spoken texts in
different genres. Teaching English Language 16-19 will be invaluable reading for trainee teachers and practising teachers new to
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the teaching of English Language, as well as more experienced teachers wishing to refresh their knowledge and practice.
ACHIEVE ACADEMIC SUCCESS IN A-LEVEL ENGLISH LANGUAGE! This book has been designed to help students with their
study of A-Level English Language. It follows the AQA specification and scheme of assessment. It covers both exams and the nonexam assessment. The book contains: Language level information - learn and revise how to apply language levels - including
lexis, semantics, pragmatics, graphology, orthography, discourse structure and phonology. Theory - learn and revise all the key
concepts, ideas and theories for each topic area - the book contains OVER 150 THEORIES! Exam walkthrough - learn how to
answer EVERY QUESTION on the exam. Mock exam questions - practice and test your knowledge and skills by using one of the
mock questions - there are over 40 to choose from! Model essay plans - see how to plan an effective essay for every topic area.
Model essays - see how an actual A* student writes essays and gets the marks. Glossary - learn and revise all the key terms you
need to know - there's over 200 of them! I can offer a reduced rate for school orders - please contact me on
thelexicalspectacle@gmail.com. Please note: this book is not endorsed or affiliated with AQA.
For many teachers of English language learners, the field of assessment is foreign territory. Assessment has its own culture,
traditions, and terminology. This training guide is intended to help classroom teachers become more comfortable creating and
using assessments. A Practical Guide to Assessing English Language Learners provides helpful insights into the practice and
terminology of assessment. The text focuses on providing the cornerstones of good assessments--usefulness, validity, reliability,
practicality, washback, authenticity, transparency, and security--and techniques for testing. It devotes a chapter to the assessment
of each of the four main skill areas (reading, writing, listening, and speaking), and also covers placement testing, such as using
TOEFL® and MELAB, diagnostic testing, evaluation, and instructional decision-making with regard to testing. Tips to improve
students' test-taking strategies are offered, and each chapter ends with a helpful list of Ten Things to Remember, as well as
informative case studies featuring two teachers and their assessment decisions. Incorporating its own principles, A Practical Guide
to Assessing English Language Learners opens with a short quiz for the reader called Are You Testwise? that quickly determines
how each teacher will benefit from this indispensable guide.
With “English ABC and Teacher Guide”, it is easy to learn English! I learn to try, while birds fly. With animals, I understand new
words that sound different but mean the same. I practice and practice as TJ jumps. I learn English, one Alford Book story at a time
with this book and beyond.English opens opportunities for me!
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